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Finding Kyler
Some secrets wont stay silent An evening out at the theatre for Lana and Blake
ends prematurely with shocking news. Frantic, the couple rush home to discover
their worst fears. And Blake is forced to confront the realization that his new family
is on a collision course with his past - caught in the crossfire of adversaries who
won't hesitate to hurt them. Once again Lana shows the strength that underpins
her character to keep her family together, but with Blake already weakened by the
revelation of devastating secrets, will they be strong enough to face down such
menacing adversaries? Lana and Blake know that time is running out and difficult
decisions must be made, ones that will irrevocably and forever alter their lives. And
that ultimately, Blake will be called upon to make the greatest sacrifice of all

Nanny and the Beast
"A Wall Street Journal columnist for "Weekend Confidential" explores the hubris
and ambition of Silicon Valley innovators who are changing the world, tracing the
stories of three upstarts who left promising college educations in favor of
developing billion-dollar ideas"--NoveList.

Conquering His Virgin Queen
By USA Today Bestselling Author, Lexy Timms. Love like you're never counting the
cost. Ten years ago, Bethany Walker was the rich girl who had it all. But her world
came crashing down when her father was arrested for stealing millions. Convinced
he was framed, Bethany sets out to destroy the powerful Sterling family that
ruined her father. She'll do whatever it takes in her quest for revenge—even
seduce her greatest enemy. Billionaire banker Kirk Sterling is instantly attracted to
Bethany from the moment he meets her. When it comes to relationships he's
usually the one in control, but Bethany has the power to bring him to his knees.
After he discovers she's in dire financial straits, Kirk will do anything to play the
hero to her damsel in distress. Falling for him isn't an option, but Bethany starts to
see that Kirk is nothing like she imagined. As she gets closer to him her plan for
revenge is in danger, and so is her heart.

Forty 2 Days
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Yuri A year ago Yulia, my niece, lost both her parents. Two months ago she
completely stopped speaking. Her psychiatrist thought a gentler presence around
the house might be good for her. She suggested a nanny for the child. Naturally, I
would do anything that would help her regain her happy childhood. But I didn't
expect the woman who stepped into my office. Yeah, she's got my attention, all
right, but for all the wrong reasons. I sure as hell don't need this ripe fruit to
distract me day and night in my own home. I tell her she hasn't got the job, and
watch her leave my study, but Fate has other plans. Resistance is futile. April He
lives in a white mansion in London's Knightsbridge, a magnet for playboys and
Russian billionaires Big, burly bodyguards look at me as if I've not come for a job
interview, but to steal the family silver. Whatever. I maintain my professionalism,
I'm determined to get this intriguing job of caring for the girl who refuses to speak.
A prim woman leads me to his study. She knocks, and a deep, smooth voice
beckons us to enter. The door opens and I set eyes on Yuri Volkov. OMG. His eyes
are like a wolf's. Pitiless. Mesmerizing Dangerous. Obviously he Is drop dead wrong
but, I can't stop imagining his big, tanned hands caressing every inch of me. After
the briefest interview in the history of interviews he informs me I haven't got the
job. As I walk away, humiliated, from his study, it happens. The unthinkable. And
I'm suddenly back in the game. - There's a saying though: be careful what you wish
forThis is a standalone book with guaranteed

Disfigured Love
USA Today Bestselling Author, Lexy Timms, brings you a billionaire workplace
romance that'll have you banking on love. The box set includes the first three
books of the Billionaire Banker Series! Book 1 Love like you're never counting the
cost. Ten years ago, Bethany Walker was the rich girl who had it all. But her world
came crashing down when her father was arrested for stealing millions. Convinced
he was framed, Bethany sets out to destroy the powerful Sterling family that
ruined her father. She'll do whatever it takes in her quest for revenge—even
seduce her greatest enemy. Billionaire banker Kirk Sterling is instantly attracted to
Bethany from the moment he meets her. When it comes to relationships he's
usually the one in control, but Bethany has the power to bring has the power to
bring him to his knees. After he discovers she's in dire financial straits, Kirk will do
anything to play the hero to her damsel in distress. Falling for him isn't an option,
but Bethany starts to see that Kirk is nothing like she imagined. As she gets closer
to him her plan for revenge is in danger, and so is her heart. Book 2 Bethany
Walker's identity isn't so secret anymore. When the Sterling family discovered who
she really was, she lost her chance at avenging her father. Worse, instead of
getting revenge, she's fallen for Kirk Sterling, the billionaire banker she should
have ruined. Now, all she wants is to make amends for breaking Kirk's heart. After
finding out that Bethany lied about her identity, Kirk Sterling is furious. He wants
nothing to do with her, until a chance encounter makes him reassess everything he
believes about her. Even though she's the daughter of his greatest enemy, Kirk
finds himself giving in to temptation. Soon, he's sneaking around with her, and
keeping their rekindled fling a secret from his ruthless family. But the more they
see each other, the closer they get to their secret fling being exposed. One wrong
move could start the bitter feud between their families all over again. Can Bethany
and Kirk finally learn to trust each other, or will betrayal tear them apart? Book 3
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Kirk Sterling hasn't seen Bethany Walker since the day he dumped her. He broke
up with her to protect her from his powerful family, but he hasn't gotten over her.
When Bethany shows up, desperate for his help, Kirk agrees, ready to resist her
seductive charm. After her breakup with Kirk, Bethany Walker has kept her
distance, working hard to move on from her heartache. But Bethany discovers that
her estranged father is in danger, and Kirk is the only man she can turn to for help.
Seeing Kirk again threatens to reignite the feud between their families, worst of all,
endangers her battered heart. Working together is the toughest challenge either of
them has faced. As they uncover the secrets of the past and get closer to the
shocking truth, danger lurks around every corner. Will Kirk and Bethany rekindle
their relationship or will the war between their families consume them both?
Billionaire Banker Series: Book 1 – Banking on Him Book 2 – Price of Passion Book 3
– Investing in Love Book 4 – Knowing Your Worth Book 5 – Treasured Forever Book
6 - Banking on Christmas (Novella) Search Terms: contemporary romance, new
adult, billionaire obsession, fake girlfriend, women's fiction, Anthology, romance,
famous actor, contemporary romance and sex, romance billionaire series, melody
anne billionaire bachelors series, true love, coming of age, overcoming, drugs,
billionaire, Alpha male romance, free kindle romance, Alpha Bad Boy, bad boy, hot
romance, hot and steamy, happily ever after, love and loss, love stories, fake
billionaire, fake fiance, fake boss, fake boyfriend, fake, Collections, Saga

Purple Cow
Now Available - Tate Family Holidays, The Complete Romance Series -Jackson,
Abby, Ford and Cooper - all four short stories in Bestselling Author Hope Ford's
Tate Family Holidays. Follow along as the Tate siblings find love. Each Steamy,
Sweet, Short Story has an alpha man, curvy woman and a happily every after.

Defending Allye
Dear friends and army wives Diana, Carmen, and Joanie have been through war,
rumors of war, marital problems, motherhood, fears, joy, and heartache. But none
of the women are prepared when their daughters decide to enlist in the army
together. Facing an empty nest won't be easy. Especially for Carmen. With
emotions already high, she suffers an even greater blow: divorce papers. Diana
understands the fury and tears. She's been there.

Seduction Game
The hilarious New York Times bestseller “sharply observes the lives of globetrotting, overindulging investment bankers” (Entertainment Weekly). “Some chick
asked me what I would do with 10 million bucks. I told her I’d wonder where the
rest of my money went.” —@GSElevator For three years, the notorious
@GSElevator Twitter feed offered a hilarious, shamelessly voyeuristic look into the
real world of international finance. Hundreds of thousands followed the account,
Goldman Sachs launched an internal investigation, and when the true identity of
the man behind it all was revealed, it created a national media sensation—but
that’s only part of the story. Where @GSElevator captured the essence of the
banking elite with curated jokes and submissions overheard by readers, Straight to
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Hell adds John LeFevre’s own story—an unapologetic and darkly funny account of a
career as a globe-conquering investment banker spanning New York, London, and
Hong Kong. Straight to Hell pulls back the curtain on a world that is both hated and
envied, taking readers from the trading floors and roadshows to private planes and
after-hours overindulgence. Full of shocking lawlessness, boyish antics, and win-atall-costs schemes, this is the definitive take on the deviant, dysfunctional, and
absolutely excessive world of finance. “Shocking and sordid—and so much fun.”
—Daily News (New York) “LeFevre’s workplace anecdotes include tales of
nastiness, sabotage, favoritism, sexism, racism, expense-account padding, and
legally questionable collusion.” —The New Yorker

Dirty Aristocrat
Sexy Beast is the first of a sexy new stand alone three book series titled Gypsy
Heroes. All have HEA and are Interlinked with Crystal Jake the complete Eden
series. Layla Eden He's forbidden and everything I should loathe in a man.
Arrogant, foul-mouthed, inked, a bare-knuckle fighter, thinks he's God's gift to
women, and yet one look into his magnetic eyes and I am doing crazy things I've
never imagined doing. I tell myself just one taste - what harm can it do? But what
happens if one taste is not enough Billy Joe Pilkington She's the hottest girl I know,
and I've been lusting for her since I was old enough to fuck, but she's also a spoiled
little fucking princess who swoons about the place like she's something special.
She wasn't so high and mighty after her first lesson on my knees. Well I've got
news for her - I'm gonna kick down her walls, strip away the facade, and take what
I want. And this time I'll keep what's mine"

No Billionaire Left Behind
Her past is a secret—even to her. Discovering it will be the most dangerous move
of her life. TV reporter Laura Nilsson, known as the “Baghdad Babe,” spent
eighteen months in an Al-Qaeda compound after being kidnapped live on the air.
Two years later, she’s still wondering why. No mission in Javier Corbray’s fourteen
years as a Navy SEAL affected him the way Laura’s rescue did. No woman had
stirred his protective instincts the way she did. And he wants her more than he’s
ever wanted anyone. As Laura and Javier’s passion ignites, so does Laura’s need to
discover the mystery of her past. Especially when she learns that her abduction
was not random—and that she’s still a target for a killer with an impenetrable
motive. Now Javier will have to rely on his skills to keep the woman he loves from
being struck down before she dares uncover the truth.

Banking on Him
When Lana Bloom learns the devastating news that her mother is dying, she is
faced with a terrible dilemma. The one thing that can save her is the one thing she
does not have. For young and Innocent Lana, the unthinkable is her only choice.
When she walks through the door of that exclusive restaurant she has no idea of
the seismic shift her life is about to take, for the highest bidder will not be the rich
man she has accompanied. Fate drops her at the feet of the deeply mysterious and
dazzlingly gorgeous American banker, Blake Law Barrington. Includes mature
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themes and sexual content.

Seduce Me
Will These Bitter Enemies End Their Families Feud by joining together?FreyaMaxim Ivankov is the devil incarnate.With the fierce blood of Mongolian
conquerors running through his veins he is pitiless.From the time I was a child, I
knew he was my enemy, and I have always hated him with a shocking intensity.
Now my father wants me to marry him.I cannot say no to my father. No one says
no to him, not if they wish to live.I may be his daughter, but his honor is more
important than my life.So I will marry that heartless brute.Yes, he is beautiful, with
piercing blue eyes and raven black hair, but I will not bend to him. I will not share
his bed, and I will not bear him children.Our marriage will be more barren than the
wild landscapes his ancestors rode across when they came to conquer our
lands.Maxim.I have watched her from afar for many, many years. Those flame
colored locks tumbling down her delicate shoulders, that creamy-white neck when
it is stretched and exposed.I have imagined how it will feel when she offers herself
to me and I am inside her.She despises me, but now she will bear my name and be
mine.I will make her call my name.I will make her get on her pretty, little knees
and beg me to take her.I will be her last thought when she goes to sleep and the
first when her eyes open.I will fill her belly with my seed.A Standalone Full Length
Enemies to Lovers Romance.

Besotted
Dahlia 'You Don't Own Me.' Zane 'In my world I own everything.' Zane I'm
everything a mother prays her daughter will never come across. Manwhore, Mafia
boss and ruthless killer. I've never met a woman who could hold my attention
longer than it took to satisfy my c**k. Until Dahlia Fury. She alone is different. She
walked into my world, the way a lamb strays into the path of a wolf, completely
defenseless. She made me hard the moment our eyes locked. I had to have her.
But I never imagined taking her would be like popping a powerful drug. One I'd
crave over and over. The heat between us is blazing, like nothing I've experienced
before, and every time I see her I want to devour her inch by inch. I defined the
terms of our arrangement (one month), but each time I brand her, like a damned
addict I need another fix - Dahlia 'You can do it. It's just a simple Swedish massage,
' my friend pleaded. I should have listened to my inner voice. I shouldn't have
gone, but I didn't, and ended up in a room alone with the epitome of an Alpha
male, a sexy powerful Mafia boss with eyes cold enough to freeze my blood. He
took hold of my body in the most shockingly possessive way. He made me lose
control. I ran from him as if all the devils in hell were hot on my heels, but he never
left my mind. Then, something unthinkable happens and the cold-hearted predator
is the only one who can help. He agrees to help, but nothing is for free. Now I roam
around his London mansion waiting for him to summon me, touch me, arouse me,
and satisfy me. The way only my Russian Man Beast can

The Man in the Mirror
In Forty 2 Days we cheered as we learned of Lana's opportunity for a second
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chance to put things right with our wounded hero, Blake. We read with joy at the
news of baby Sorab's birth, and with tension in our bodies as the spirited Lana
fought and finally overcame the might of Blake's powerful family to win the heart
of the man she adored. But Lana still needs answers to many burning questions?
The secrets are many and tangled? Will she get the answers she seeks? Blake
finally lays it on the line to Victoria, and declares his true love for Lana, but will
that be the end of the matter? Then there is the re-appearance of Marcus. Can
Lana keep her resolve and overcome all obstacles to claim her man forever?

Very Important People
A story about love and obsession-Liliana, I always wished I'd never told my father
about the kiss.The kiss the son of the man who came to do odd jobs around the
house gave me. But I was only eleven years old then. I didn't understand the ways
of the world. How fathers think. My father ran out of the house and fired the boy's
father. His father struck him right in front of me.I never saw him again, but I never
forgot his eyes, the fierce, unrepentant expression in them.Sometimes I still think
of him and I wonder what became of that boy. If I will ever see him again. Then I
wonder what his reaction to me will be. Would he even remember my face?
Probably not. He must have forgotten me by now.But if he did I'd just like to say
how very sorry I was for making a child's innocent kiss such a big deal.It was just a
kiss stolen by a boy.BrandI hated her father. He destroyed my family.But I wanted
his daughter. Like a thirst I could never quench. For years I dreamed and obsessed
about her.Lust mixed with hate is a bad thing. Like a disease in your blood it ruins
your life. When I slept with other women the craving for her flesh only got worse. I
was haunted by her.Sometimes, when I could no longer bear it, I followed her from
afar. She was, always heavily protected by her father's security guards.I watched
her grow into a beauty I could never have her. But I had to have her. By any
means.When she turned eighteen she moved out of her father's nest. It was a gift
from fate.I cast my netand my proud princess flew into it.-This romance story is
intended for mature audiences, due to strong language, dark themes and
elements. The book ends with a HEA and NO cliffhanger.This story can be read as a
Standalone romance, however your reading pleasure will be enhanced by firstly
reading my bestselling, 'The Crystal Jake EDEN series'

Striking Distance
Two fractured hearts and a forbidden love they can't deny. You shouldn't want
what you can't have Faye Donovan has lost everything. After her parent's tragic
death, she's whisked away from her home in Ireland when an unknown uncle
surfaces as her new guardian. Dropped smack-dab into the All-American dream,
Faye should feel grateful. Except living with her wealthy uncle, his fashion-empireowning wife, and their seven screwed-up sons is quickly turning into a nightmareespecially when certain inappropriate feelings arise. Kyler Kennedy makes her
head hurt and her heart race, but he's her cousin. He's off limits. And he's not
exactly welcoming-Kyler is ignorant, moody, and downright cruel at times-but Faye
sees behind the mask he wears, recognizing a kindred spirit. Kyler has sworn off
girls, yet Faye gets under his skin. The more he pushes her away, the more he's
drawn to her, but acting on those feelings risks a crap-ton of prejudice, and any
whiff of scandal could damage the precious Kennedy brand. Concealing their
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feelings seems like the only choice. But when everyone has something to hide, a
secret is a very dangerous thing. "Being a fan of the Royals series and the Fallen
Crest series this book had everything I love - drama, mystery, betrayal, love,
friendship, and the bond of family." Emma. Goodreads Reviewer. NOTE FROM THE
AUTHOR: Only suitable for readers aged seventeen and older due to mature
content and language. Please note this book contains a forbidden love theme
featuring first cousins and a cliff hanger. It is not a standalone read.

Not Quite Over You
Lord Ivan de Greystoke - Don't let my fancy title fool you because I'm a bad boy.
I've always been. Now I've set my sights on Tawny Maxwell the one woman who
stirs a possessiveness and desire in me that makes my insides twist. She's
nineteen, blonde, fabulously beautiful, and married to Robert Maxwell. Which
makes her a gold digger and my f**king stepmother! Oh and completely
unavailable until now. For the old man's dead, she's the heiress of a hundred
million fortune, and I'm the executor of her trust, but it ain't no walk in the park.
My stepbrother and stepsisters feel robbed and are of the opinion that she should
join her husband a.s.a.p, and I've got a raging hard-on. Permanently. Then I come
up with the perfect solution. A fake marriage to me. - Tawny Maxwell Everyone
thinks I'm a gold digger. Even the dazzlingly, beautiful man whom I can't stop
thinking about looks at me with distrust and suspicion in his silver eyes. But they
don't know the whole story. I have a secret. It's so big it will blow their minds, but
I'm not telling. Never

The Great Beanie Baby Bubble
Beyond the seductive power of immense wealth lies Dark Secrets ******
Devastatingly handsome billionaire, Blake Law Barrington was Lana Blooms first
and only love. From the moment they touched his power was overwhelming. Their
arrangement quickly developed into a passionate romance that captivated her
heart and took her on an incredible sexual journey she never wanted to end. The
future together looked bright until Lana made a terrible mistake. So, she did the
only thing she could she ran. Away from her incredible life, away from the man of
her dreams, but she should have known a man such as Blake Law Barrington was
impossible to escape. Now, he's back in her life and determined that she should
taste the bitterness of his pain. Shocked at how rough the sex has become and
humiliated that she is actually participating so willingly in her punishment, she
despairs if she will ever feel the warmth of his touch-the solidity of his trust again?
And even if she can win his trust, loyalties are yet to be decided, and secrets to be
revealed-secrets that will test them both to their limits. Will Lana be able to tear
down the walls that surround Blake's heart, and break him free of the brutal power
of immense wealth? Can Blake hold on to Lana's heart when she discovers the
enormity of the dark secrets that inhabit the Barrington family? Lana has always
believed that love conquers all. She is about to test that belief

Masquerade
Love is a life-and-death risk for the Mountain Mercenaries in New York Times
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bestselling author Susan Stoker's explosive series of alpha heroes, hot action, and
hard passion Ever since his rescue op off the Pacific Coast, Mountain Mercenary
Gray Rogers hasn't been able to forget his latest "job"--Allye Martin. Any other
woman would have panicked during a rescue, but the wily dancer kept her
cool--even after being kidnapped by an elusive human trafficker. And Gray couldn't
be happier when a grateful Allye follows him home to Colorado Springs For Allye,
finding sanctuary in the arms--and bed--of the former Navy SEAL is only temporary.
People are disappearing off the streets of San Francisco, victims of the same
underground trade that targeted her, and Allye could be the key to dismantling the
entire operation. She's willing to do anything to bring them down. Gray isn't--for
good reason. But you don't say no to a tough girl like Allye who refuses to play it
safe. Now Gray is risking more than ever before. The Mountain Mercenaries have
his back. But is it enough to keep the woman he loves out of harm's way?

The Rise and Fall of the Branchhead Boys
Love is deceptive Fiery Billie Black thought she knew all she needed to know about
her own sexuality, but that was before one night of animalistic passion with the
ultra gorgeous and mysterious Jaron Rose. Tall, blond, charming and wealthy, he is
the epitome of an Alpha male. The morning after he promises he will call, but he
doesn't. Just as Billie finally frees herself from the memories of that night, Jaron
arrives on the scene again. Suddenly, all the feelings that burned so intensely are
reignited and she finds herself becoming quickly entangled with her enigmatic
lover. The passion is incredible, unforgettable, unbelievable, but Jaron Rose is not
all that he seems-he wears more than one disguise and he is hiding a big secret.
Billie is about to find out what it is

Billionaire Banker Box Set Books #1-3
Hi everyone I'm Georgia Le Carre, My latest novel, Submitting to the Billionaire, a
dark billionaire romance with a hot Russian alpha is live! - Click my author icon for
a link to Submitting to the Billionaire and all my other books! I love to write about
strong, possessive, dominant hero's and sassy, smart heroines. My characters
range from hot, dominant billionaires, to strong, powerful gangsters, and all kinds
of bad boy's in between. I am the bestselling author of the Amazon #1 bestsellers,
You Don't Own Me 1 & 2 (The Russian Don series), the Billionaire Banker series and
the Crystal Jake complete Eden series. You'll find my books packed with thrills,
suspense and of course lots, and lots of steam. I live in a little old 19th century
romantic cottage, surrounded by the most magical garden, filled with fruit and
walnut trees and teeming with wildlife. Sadly for me I love all things chocolate and
food and have a voracious appetite for Romance reads, particularly new authors
with a fresh voice. When I am not feeding words into Amy, my precious laptop, I
can be found lost in a long walk in the woods, particularly on moonlit nights; and
often with the man of my dreams. Want More Hot Romances? Click on the link
below to receive news of my latest releases, fabulous giveaways and exclusive
content. http: //bit.ly/10e9WdE

Undoing the Demos
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WillowI've always felt incomplete. It could simply be those two years I lost after my
fall, but I'm certain it's more than that. I always feel as if I'm missing something
important. And the niggling feeling won't go away no matter what I do. In fact, the
older I get, the worse it becomes. My friends think I should get over myself. Go to a
bar and sleep with a hot stranger. But I can't. My soul won't let me. Even when I'm
so drunk the whole room is spinning I can't go home with a hot stranger, because a
little voice in my head whispers, Wait Willow. Wait. So I waitedAnd one day the
mysterious Caleb Wolff breezes into my life. He is tall and broad, with steely blue
eyes, and full sensual lips. He captivates me, and awakens all the desires I'd put on
hold. It's the strangest thing, but everything about him, his smell, his taste seems
almost familiar to me. The little voice in my head stops telling me to wait. When I
am with him I no longer feel as if I'm missing something, but then I look into his
veiled eyes and I know he is hiding something. A secret. Something terrible. I just
want the truth. Whatever it may be.But do I dare dig deeper and risk destroying
this beautiful thing of ours?A Heartfelt Emotional Standalone Story That Will Have
You Anticipating The Turn Of Every Page.

Submitting to the Billionaire
Growing economic inequality, corporate influence in politics, an eroding middle
class. Many Americans leave it to politicians and the media to debate these topics
in the public sphere. Yet other seemingly ordinary Americans have decided to
enter the conversation of wealth in America by donning ball gowns, tiaras, tuxedos,
and top hats and taking on the imagined roles of wealthy, powerful, and
completely fictional characters. Why? In No Billionaire Left Behind, Angelique
Haugerud, who embedded herself within the "Billionaires" and was granted the
name "Ivana Itall," explores the inner workings of these faux billionaires and mines
the depths of democracy's relationship to political humor, satire, and irony. No
Billionaire Left Behind is a compelling investigation into how satirical activists
tackle two of the most contentious topics in contemporary American political
culture: the increasingly profound division of wealth in America, and the role of big
money in electoral politics. Anthropologist and author Angelique Haugerud deftly
charts the evolution of a group named the Billionaires—a prominent network of
satirists and activists who make a mockery of wealth in America—along with other
satirical groups and figures to puzzle out their impact on politics and public
opinion. In the spirit of popular programs like The Colbert Report and The Daily
Show, the Billionaires demonstrate a sophisticated knowledge of economics and
public affairs through the lens of satire and humor. Through participant
observation, interviews, and archival research, Haugerud provides the first
ethnographic study of the power and limitations of this evolving form of political
organizing in this witty exploration of one group's efforts to raise hope and inspire
action in America's current political climate.

You Don't Know Me
In the annals of consumer crazes, nothing compares to Beanie Babies. With no
advertising or big-box distribution, creator Ty Warner - an eccentric college
dropout - become a billionaire in just three years. And it was all thanks to
collectors. The end of the craze was just as swift and extremely devastating, with
"rare" Beanie Babies deemed worthless as quickly as they'd once been deemed
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priceless. Bissonnette draws on hundreds of interviews (including a visit to a man
who lives with his 40,000 Ty products and an in-prison interview with a guy who
killed a coworker over a Beanie Baby debt) for the first book on the most
extraordinary craze of the 1990s.

The First Billion
You're either a Purple Cow or you're not. You're either remarkable or invisible.
Make your choice. What do Apple, Starbucks, Dyson and Pret a Manger have in
common? How do they achieve spectacular growth, leaving behind former triedand-true brands to gasp their last? The old checklist of P's used by marketers Pricing, Promotion, Publicity - aren't working anymore. The golden age of
advertising is over. It's time to add a new P - the Purple Cow. Purple Cow describes
something phenomenal, something counterintuitive and exciting and flat-out
unbelievable. In his new bestseller, Seth Godin urges you to put a Purple Cow into
everything you build, and everything you do, to create something truly noticeable.
It's a manifesto for anyone who wants to help create products and services that
are worth marketing in the first place.

The Honey-Don't List
Reversing his parents immigrant path, a young writer returns to India and
discovers an old country making itself new. Anand Giridharadas sensed something
was afoot as his plane prepared to land in Bombay. An elderly passenger looked at
him and said, Were all trying to go that way, pointing to the rear. You, youre going
this way. Giridharadas was returning to the land of his ancestors, amid an unlikely
economic boom. But he was interested less in its gold rush than in its cultural
upheaval, as a new generation has sought to reconcile old traditions with new
ambitions. In India Calling, Giridharadas brings to life the people and the dilemmas
of India today, as seen through the prism of his migr family history and his
childhood memories. He blends the objectivity of the outsider with the intimacy of
the insider. The result is India seen at once from within and without. Giridharadas
introduces us to entrepreneurs, radicals, industrialists and religious seekers, but,
most of all, to Indian families. Through their stories, and his own, he paints an
intimate portrait of a country becoming modern while striving to remain itself.

Saint & Sinner
The acclaimed author of Striking Distance returns with more danger, intrigue, and ITeam action CIA officer Nick Andris wants revenge. His last mission failed after a
Georgian arms smuggler killed his lover. He's been tailing a woman for three
weeks hoping she will lead him to his target. But there's a problem with the intel.
Holly Elise Bradshaw is nothing more than an entertainment writer with a love for
sex and designer clothes. Clearly someone at Langley made a mistake When Holly
finds herself in trouble, the only weapons at her disposal are her brains and her
body. But they won't be enough to handle the man who's following her. He's going
to turn her world upside down.

A Kiss Stolen
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From the New York Times bestselling author behind the “joyful, warm, touching”
(Jasmine Guillory, New York Times bestselling author) The Unhoneymooners comes
a delightfully charming love story about what happens when two assistants tasked
with keeping a rocky relationship from explosion start to feel sparks of their own.
Carey Duncan has worked for home remodeling and design gurus Melissa and
Rusty Tripp for nearly a decade. A country girl at heart, Carey started in their first
store at sixteen, and—more than anyone would suspect—has helped them build an
empire. With a new show and a book about to launch, the Tripps are on the verge
of superstardom. There’s only one problem: America’s favorite couple can’t stand
each other. James McCann, MIT graduate and engineering genius, was originally
hired as a structural engineer, but the job isn’t all he thought it’d be. The last
straw? Both he and Carey must go on book tour with the Tripps and keep the
wheels from falling off the proverbial bus. Unfortunately, neither of them is in any
position to quit. Carey needs health insurance, and James has been promised the
role of a lifetime if he can just keep the couple on track for a few more weeks.
While road-tripping with the Tripps up the West Coast, Carey and James vow to
work together to keep their bosses’ secrets hidden, and their own jobs secure. But
if they stop playing along—and start playing for keeps—they may have the chance
to build something beautiful together… From the “hilariously zany and heartfelt”
(Booklist) Christina Lauren comes a romantic comedy that proves if it’s broke, you
might as well fix it.

Valley of the Gods
Once unmasked, can beauty love the beast' My name is Lena Seagull. I should still
be in school, hanging out with friends, meeting boys, falling in love-just like you.
But on my eighteenth birthday my father sold me. Now, those are yesterday's
dreams. My home is now a remote castle. And the man who owns me? I have never
seen him. Guy Hawke keeps his face hidden under a mask. At first, I knew only
fear, but now his voice and touch make me unashamedly want him. Each night, his
hired help blindfolds me, and takes me to his room. He whispers that I am beautiful
and we have wild, torrid sex. When I awaken he is always gone. He and his castle
hold dark secrets that I must unravel, but what he fears most-being unmasked-is
my deepest desire. Will either of us survive the consequences of my desire?

Straight to Hell
The online economy offers challenges to traditional businesses as well as
incredible opportunities. Chris Anderson makes the compelling case that in many
instances businesses can succeed best by giving away more than they charge for.
Known as "Freemium," this combination of free and paid is emerging as one of the
most powerful digital business models. In Free, Chris Anderson explores this radical
idea for the new global economy and demonstrates how it can be harnessed for
the benefit of consumers and businesses alike. In the twenty-first century, Free is
more than just a promotional gimmick: It's a business strategy that is essential to a
company's successful future. Download the audiobook of Free for free! Details
inside the book.

Sexy Beast
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People say there are things worse than death. They are right. Death would have
saved me. The things broke me. - Sofia So I locked my heart away and swore I'd
never have another man in my body again. You see, I thought, I knew everything
there was to know about men: deceitful, cruel, and heartless. I thought I hated
them all. Naively, I believed I could live hidden away in my brother-in-law's castle
forever. But Fate put me under a mistletoe with a man called Jack Irish. How can I
describe him? Tall, dark and handsome wouldn't even begin to cut it.
Mesmerizingly magnetic with charcoal hair, eyes bluer than the bluest marbles,
and tattoos that curl out of his rolled up sleeves, he stood in front of me. When his
lips brushed mine the ground under my feet shook, and everything I believed
about myself smashed into a thousand pieces. But I am not the girl he thinks I am.
He wants me in his bed. He doesn't know I am damaged beyond repair and dirty. If
he knows how filthy I am he will run a mile. Jack I know all about pain. How it
reaches into you, rips out your heart, and crushes it while you fuckin' watch. I'd
vowed that was in the past. I was going to get drunk on one night stands and
casual sex. But then fate put Sophie Seagull in my path. She is damaged. She is
fragile. She is broken. And she is beautiful. Not in the cold, hard way of a sparkling
diamond throwing its flashy light all over the place, but in the secretively,
mysterious way of a pearl glowing in the moonlight. I look into her eyes, as huge
and hauntingly soulful as that of a slow loris and the world doesn't seem to be so
bleak anymore. She fights me, but this is my vow. To repair her. To protect her. To
take her. To make her mine forever

With This Ring
Susan Mallery, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Fool’s Gold romances,
proves there’s nowhere better than Happily Inc to rekindle first love. Silver Tesdal
has a head for business and a mouth made for kissing, and banker Drew Lovato
has his eye on both. But ever since he was dumb enough to let her go, she’s kept
him at a distance. When the bank turns her down for a loan, Drew sees a double
opportunity—he can finance her brilliant, unique idea to rock Happily Inc’s wedding
industry and win back her trust. Despite her reputation, Silver’s not as tough as
she seems. Losing Drew nearly destroyed her. Still, his kisses are as tempting as
his offer to invest in her business. If she can’t quite get over him, maybe she
should get under him and knock him out of her system once and for all. But her
best laid plans begin to unravel as Silver finds herself falling even harder than
when they were high school sweethearts. Which means that she’ll have to come
clean about the secret she’s been hiding from him for years—and risk losing him
forever. Read more in the reader-favorite Happily Inc series: Book 1: You Say It
First Book 2: Second Chance Girl Book 3: Why Not Tonight Book 4: Not Quite Over
You Book 5: Meant to Be Yours Book 6: Happily This Christmas

You Don't Own Me
Tracing neoliberalism's devastating erosions of democratic principles, practices,
and cultures.

Tate Family Holidays
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Brett King, Billionaire. Yeah, that's me. Once, I had everything: power, looks, fame,
an obscene amount of money, a trophy wife, and a beautiful little boy. Then, in a
blink of an eye my enviable life was taken away. I was left with nothing except my
dirty money and my heart of stone. I looked in the mirror and could not recognize
myself. God had a sense of humor. I was ugly inside and now I was ugly outside
too. It was divine justice. I retreated to my castle in Wales and allowed no one to
come face to face with me. My staff carried out my instructions and asked no
questions. The only thing left to me was to acquire more money that I would never
spend. The months passed and I grew accustomed to my isolation. As I roamed
about alone I even began to appreciate the darkness of my life. I lost interest in the
world outside the thick walls of my castle. Nothing held any interest for me
anymore. Until she came. Charlotte Conrad, the nanny. At the end of every
evening we communicated through the intercom system. She kept me informed
about the progress she was making with my son, Zachary. I was just an employer
listening to his employee, but slowly, insidiously, I began to imagine her young
body; soft and sensuous against mine. I wanted to take her. I wanted to hear her
talk dirty to me. I wanted her to unleash the wild, unrestrained animal that was
lurking inside me. I was becoming addicted

India Calling
Louisiana had the Longs, Virginia had the Byrds, Georgia had the Talmadges, and
North Carolina had the Scotts. In this history of North Carolina's most influential
political family, Rob Christensen tells the story of the Scotts and how they
dominated Tar Heel politics. Three generations of Scotts—W. Kerr Scott, Robert
Scott, and Meg Scott Phipps—held statewide office. Despite stereotypes about
rural white southerners, the Scotts led a populist and progressive movement
strongly supported by rural North Carolinians—the so-called Branchhead Boys, the
rural grassroots voters who lived at the heads of tributaries throughout the heart of
North Carolina. Though the Scotts held power in various government positions in
North Carolina for generations, they were instrumental in their own downfall. From
Kerr Scott's regression into reactionary race politics to Meg Scott Phipps's
corruption trial and subsequent prison sentence, the Scott family lost favor in their
home state, their influence dimmed and their legacy in question. Weaving together
interviews from dozens of political luminaries and deep archival research,
Christensen offers an engaging and definitive historical account of not only the
Scott family's legacy but also how race and populism informed North Carolina
politics during the twentieth century.

Love's Sacrifice
Christopher Reich electrified readers with Numbered Account and The Runner, his
first two international thrillers. Now the New York Times bestselling author whose
work has been called “gripping” (Chicago Tribune), “chilling” (The Denver Post),
“wonderful” (The New York Times Book Review), ratchets up the stakes in an
ingeniously plotted story of nerve-jangling intrigue and hot-wired suspense. Using
today’s cutthroat global economy as a backdrop, The First Billion explodes into a
breakneck tale of betrayal, revenge, and redemption John “Jett” Gavallan is a
former fighter pilot, now the high-flying CEO of Black Jet Securities, an investment
firm that earned its first billion before the techno dream crashed and burned.
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Poised for an offering crucial to his company’s survival, Gavallan is banking on the
riskiest gamble of his dazzling career. In exactly six days, he will take Mercury
Broadband, Russia’s leading media company, public on the New York Stock
Exchange. But rumors of fraud have suddenly surfaced that could send the deal
south. Gavallan makes a preemptive strike by dispatching his number-two
man--fellow Desert Storm fighter pilot Grafton Byrnes--to Moscow to penetrate the
shadowy Russian multinational. When Byrnes fails to return, Gavallan fears the
worst. But the truth is even more diabolical than he can imagine. Plunging into a
desperate search for his best friend, the renegade top gun is suddenly fighting a
different kind of war, where there is no safe harbor and no one he can trust. Not
Konstantin Kirov, the elusive head of Mercury Broadband who may not be what he
seems. Not the bankers and traders Gavallan does business with every day. Not
the exotic beauty who has told him all her deepest secrets--except one. Suddenly
Jett finds himself trapped in a conspiracy that could shatter the delicate balance
between nations--and plunge the global economy into chaos. Hunted by the F.B.I.
and a band of elite killers, Jett races from Palm Beach to Zurich to Moscow in a
desperate search for answers. But for this brave ex-commando haunted by visions
of war, the truth comes at a terrible price. With Mercury rising and the hours
ticking down, he is moving closer to a place where murder and revenge are the
currency of choiceand where the first billion is the ultimate insider secret--and the
deadliest obsession of all. With breakneck plotting, stunning realism, and a sense
of danger that keeps the heart racing, The First Billion is a knockout of a novel that
will linger long after the final shocking twist is revealed. BONUS: This edition
includes an excerpt from Christopher Reich's The Prince of Risk.

The Billionaire Banker
Seduce Me, Book # 4--The Final installment. The Billionaire banker series ********
Lana Bloom believes she has won her man and sidestepped his treacherous ex-she
could not be more wrong. With a day filled with so many mixed emotions, will all
go smoothly for the lovers on their big day? All through her young life, Julie Sugar
has dreamed of only one man, but he has had eyes only for another. When Julie
receives an invitation to be one of the bridesmaids at the wedding of her old school
friend, Lana, she cannot pass the opportunity of seeing him again, even if it means
she must conceal a shocking secret from her friend. When things don't work out as
she planned, the mysterious and breathtakingly handsome Vann Wolfe, offers her
hope of the most surprising kind: private lessons in the art of seduction with him.
Twelve sessions, three times a week. But just who is seducing who?

Free
Six months ago, their marriage ended… He has twelve hours to claim her back!
Odir Farouk is about to become king—but to take his throne, he needs his errant
wife by his side! Odir denied his hunger for Eloise, refusing to compromise power
for passion. His rejection drove her away. Now Odir has until news of his
succession breaks to win back his queen…and pleasure will be his most powerful
weapon!

Beauty and the Dark
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A sociologist and former fashion model takes readers inside the elite global party
circuit of "models and bottles" to reveal how beautiful young women are used to
boost the status of men Million-dollar birthday parties, megayachts on the French
Riviera, and $40,000 bottles of champagne. In today's New Gilded Age, the world's
moneyed classes have taken conspicuous consumption to new extremes. In Very
Important People, sociologist, author, and former fashion model Ashley Mears
takes readers inside the exclusive global nightclub and party circuit—from New
York City and the Hamptons to Miami and Saint-Tropez—to reveal the intricate
economy of beauty, status, and money that lies behind these spectacular displays
of wealth and leisure. Mears spent eighteen months in this world of "models and
bottles" to write this captivating, sometimes funny, sometimes heartbreaking
narrative. She describes how clubs and restaurants pay promoters to recruit
beautiful young women to their venues in order to attract men and get them to
spend huge sums in the ritual of bottle service. These "girls" enhance the status of
the men and enrich club owners, exchanging their bodily capital for as little as free
drinks and a chance to party with men who are rich or aspire to be. Though they
are priceless assets in the party circuit, these women are regarded as worthless as
long-term relationship prospects, and their bodies are constantly assessed against
men's money. A story of extreme gender inequality in a seductive world, Very
Important People unveils troubling realities behind moneyed leisure in an age of
record economic disparity.

The Empty Nesters
Tasha - I knew Noah Abramovich was trouble the first time our eyes locked. I was
sixteen that summer. Sitting by the pool eating an ice-cream I can still remember
how it melted over my fingers and dripped onto my thighs as I stared back at him.
It wasn't just his Greek god looks, the animalistic Alpha attitude, or his tall,
powerful muscled body - it was the aura around him that screamed, Don't fuck with
me. At sixteen I wanted him with the passion of a woman, but mine was a world of
unwritten rules. Rules that are worth more than a man's life. I didn't need anyone
to tell me that he was everything I could not have. He never looked at me again,
but I watched him from afar. I could tell there were deep secrets that kept his smile
hidden. Dark and mysterious he seemed to fear no one, not even my father. A man
he should have. One I feared greatly. As the years passed, the afternoon when
time stilled became as unreal as a dream. I am twenty-two now and in six months I
will be married to a man my father chose. I will do my duty and bring respectability
to my father's dynasty, but before I give myself to that man, I must have a taste of
the forbidden. Just one night with the man of my darkest fantasies, so I don't lie on
my deathbed, and regret that I never reached out and took the one thing I wanted
most in life. But will it heal or destroy me? Noah. - In the Mafia world, your past is
never far behind. If you are careless, it seeps into your future and gets you killed.
Just when I had fooled myself into believing I'd stepped away from it all, it suddenly
appeared in my office. Tasha Evanoff: She is what original sin must have looked
like. Blonde, beautiful, voluptuous, and with secretive sapphire eyes that see right
into my tainted soul. She comes offering one bite of the red apple. If I had any
sense I'd shut the door on her, and send her back to her father, a psychopath of
the highest degree. But that's not who I am. If the pretty princess has the courage
to walk into the lion's den, I'm sure as fuck not going to pass on a challenge. I'll
take one bite of her apple. Why the fuck wouldn't I? I've been lusting after it for
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years. Right here, right now, she is in my world, and she'll damn well play by my
rules. She thinks everything will go back to what it was before, but I know what she
doesn't. You can never have just one night of raw passion. The body will always
crave more. Will she submit to her body's desires or to her father's?
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